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11
This;v invention": relates, to endless conveyers,
and more:~ particularly" tov conveyers of the
wheeled or: portable type which can, be readily
moved from place to place, as required.
Q'ne object of the'invention is to provide a'con

veyerrofthis type‘, supported‘on a-pair of wheels
near its middle, and substantially balanced about
suchawheelszso-that-it may be readily and easily

2

Referring to the drawings. in dét'ail,.the im
provedmachine comprises an. elongated .frame I,
preferably of. trussed construction. Near the
middle.ofthisframeare a pair of generally veré
~ tical standards, eachcomprising an upper secf

tion 2 slidably mountedfin a‘lower section» 2?;
The top of the upper. sections 2 areconnectedby

across bar: 3, and. the lower sections. 2'8 are sup
ported on. a pair of main wheels 4. Adjacent
A‘: further object isito' provide a conveyer of 10 the above described standardsv is. a bracket 5‘ sei
cured-to the main frame, to'which bracket is at"
thisi': character? in‘ which any unbalanced. weight
tached one. endof. a sprocket, chain 6'. This
is-asupported"byacaster wheel or wheels‘ at one
chain. extends. upwardly through a~ratcheti hoist
extreme‘end; with which wheel or wheels is as‘
‘I of. well-knownconstruction, operated'b'y, an. 05- ,
sociatedrianguidin'g handle. by which the machine
15 cillating handle or lever 8, the hoist’ beinglsus
ma‘yfbe" moved: around;
pended from. the cross bar 3 at the top; of'th'e
Another object“ of the invention is'to devise
standards; By. operatingthe. lever B, the chain
a, con'veyer-‘having- a material-receiving support

manipulated".

atlonerend-and equipped- with improved means
forv automatically stopping the operation of the
conveyer should an excessive weight of material
accumulate: on this-7 material-receiving support.
While capable of- many-‘uses, the invention is
especially: applicable‘ to ' the handling’ of’ blocks.
or ‘bricks; particularly" to the removal- of bricks

6’ is drawnthrough the hoist, thus-lifting the‘
mainframe of.v the machine relative to the
standards. In-thi‘s. way the height of-the‘ ma‘

chinemay be adjusteclas desired.
Although the wheels- 4 are located nea'r‘th‘ei

middle of the~machine,ii't will be observed-‘that
one end, namely the right hand endLi‘s. longer.

froma-kilnand-the-loading of them onto a truck - 25 than. the other, or left hand end.
orr'carr.

In'o'rd’er-that the invention‘ may be readily‘un
ders‘tood; reference is “ had to - the ' accompanyingv

drawings; forming part of this" speci?cation; and
in 1 which:

Fig.‘ 1 isia side-elevation of thercomplete. ma-~
chine.
Fig: zl'is'asplan' view thereof.
Fig. .3ris arrend elevation; on ‘an enlargedscale,
of‘ the: delivery "end- ‘of . the. machine.

Figieiiis aperspective‘view on" an enlarged scale
of the automaticswitch-controlling device at the:
delivery and of- the’ machine;v

Fig‘. .5 isia-vertica‘l section-substantially‘on'the.
line"r5--5 of-Fig." 4'.
Fig: 6~<is acentralverticalv section through our"
improvedrsv'ritch- operating mechanism, parts bee
ins‘? shown in’ elevation;
'7 is: a'horivontal sectionsubstantially: on.
theeliher'lv-Ti of= Fig.1 6:,
Fig. .8 is a. transverse vertical section substan-Fig.‘ Qiis": a: fragmentary'verti'cal section on:a-~
further‘enlarged scalesubstantially on theJine’

At .- the e':<-‘

treme. end of .the right hand. or longer portion of
the machine, is located a pair of caster wheels
9 mounted in a. frame [0 swiveled to the mam .

frame of the machine at H, the swiveled‘lframe"
30 being provided with a guiding handle l2?‘ by
means of which the wheels 9 may be manipulated.

A~..motor. and. driving pulleys, as hereinafter de
scribed, are mounted on theleft'ha'nd‘ or shorteit'
portion of the frame and’ tend'to balanceithe

weight-off the longer portion. Aniy unbalanced
weight, however; ldueito the right'handv end‘of
the machine beingil‘onger than the left" hand.

end, is supported by the caster wheels.9. The
handle I2 constitutes means by which they ma
_ chine maybe-pulledor moved around from place.

to place.
An endless'con'veyer belt‘- l3 extends around the‘
main frame of‘the'machin‘e‘f‘rom one end? to the
other. thisv belt‘passing around a drum. “at
the left hand end, andaround a‘ drum at‘the

right handend. mountedon aishaft 15" and‘jour
nalled insuitable bearings; Adjusting‘ screws‘lli
are preferably provided for shifting‘ these bear‘
ings so as to. adjust the tension‘ on the beltf in‘
awell known manner.

Figizlo‘ is'fia' similar‘fragmentary‘. view: showing

The endless conveyer. belt is driven byfmeans‘

of an. electric. motor l1‘ mounted‘ on the main"
frame near the wheels 4. This motor carries a
Fig. 11 isa schematicrlrview-on a smaller scale
pulley. lt'around which a belt I9 passes‘over'a
illustratingithetoperating principles/:of the switch
55. pulleylfll. mounted». on a shaft 21, on the opposite

the parts'yin aldifferentr'position; andI

mechanism;

.
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end of which is secured a pulley 22 connected by
a belt 23, with another pulley 24 mounted on a
shaft 25, on the opposite end of which is secured
a pulley 26 which, through a belt 21, drives a
pulley 28 on the shaft of the drum [4. Thus,
these series of pulleys, each pair of which com
prises a smaller and larger pulley, serve as speed
reduction. gearing between the motor and the

is a horizontal plate 49b. The ?xed frame just
described is integral with or welded to a base 5|
secured to the main frame of the machine as by
bolts 52.

Slidably mounted between the pairs of spac
ing members 49, and beneath the bridging mem
bers 49a and 49b, is a movable rectangular frame
53 which rests and slides upon the base_..5|, after
drum l4. [In order to protect the various pulleys
the manner of a drawer. Secured to onelend wall
and belts, they are preferably enclosed in hous 10 of the movable member 53 is a pull rod' 54, this
ings 29, 30 and 3| as clearly shown in Figs. 1v
being preferably connected by means of a pivot
pin 55 extending through spaced ears 553 on the
and 2.
The upper side members of the main frame I
inside. of the movable frame. This pull rod is
are extended slightly beyond the drum l4 and
connectedrat its other end to the cross bar 35,
preferably incline downwardly as shown at le in 15 carried by the-upstanding arms 34 of the mate
rial receiving support.
Figs. 4 and 5. Pivoted on a rod 32, carried‘
by the ends of the members I“, is a frame 33 hav- .
Secured tothe endwall of the movable frame
ing at its end adjacent the drum M a pair of up
53,” opposite that to which the pull rod 54 is
standing arms 34 extending substantially at' right '
attached, is a rod 56. This passes freely through
angles to the’ frame 33 and connected at their 20 an opening in the end of the ?xed frame 48 and
through an opening 'in' the housing 45::fand
upper ends 'by‘a crossbar 35.
'

A'group of stationary rollers 31, shown as 3:

through a collar 56it secured to suchhousing. .A '
helical spring 51 surrounds the rod 56 and is con-' '
,flned between the collar 55a and a nut 56b‘:
members 36 secured to the extensions II1 of the
main frame, so that this group of rollers lies 25"’ threaded on to the outer end of the rod. By
closely adjacent the upper run of the belt l3
means of this'nut the tension on the spring may
be adjusted.
'
and are disposed in an inclined position.

in number, are journalled in a pair of supporting

Extending across the upper edges of the side‘

Mounted'in supporting members 33, carried by
the ‘frame 33, closely adiacent the rollers 31, are
a series of horizontal rollers 39, ‘the normal posi
tion of the frame 33 being such that the rollers
39' provide a substantially level surface.

i members of the movable drawer-like frame 53 .
30 "

is threaded a screw shaft58 carrying at its for

Carried‘ by the frame 33, adjacent its outer

ward end a bumper 59. It will thus be seen that

end at a point beyond the rollers 39, is a ?xed
platform 40;

is a plate 53*‘, and projecting upwardly from this
plate is a standard 5311. Through this standard

, when a pull is exerted on the rod 54, the slidable ‘

35 frame 53 is shifted to the left, as viewed in Fig.

‘

From the foregoing, it will be understood that
the frame'33 and its arms 34 constitute a piv

otally mounted support positioned to receive the
material delivered from the conveyer belt I3.
Mounted‘on the main frame of the machine 40
adjacent this support is a manual switch 4|,

6, against the tension of spring 51, into the posi
tion shown in dotted lines, carrying the adjust
able bumper'59 with it and causing such bumper
to engage and operate the push-button 41 of‘
the switch 46.

‘

In order to render the operation of this switch 1

shown" as of the push-button type, and normally
controlling the supply of current to the motor
driving the belt. Current is supplied by a cable

de?nite and positive, we provide a spring detent
device for causing'the' plunger or bumper 59 to

nected to an automatic switch 46 (see Figs. 6 and
'7) having a push-button 4T;
It will‘be understood‘that the motor circuit -

seat, as indicated at 62 in Figs. 9 and 10.
A yoke or bracket 63 projects upwardly from

move with a snap action. This device comprises
42' extending from the switch 4! to a suitable 45 a rod 60 secured to ‘and projecting horizontally
from an upstanding portion 53° of the movable
source of supply, which cable may be conveniently
frame 53. Surrounding this rod is a tubular
wound around and upon the housing 39 when
sleeve 6|)a secured as by welding to the member
not in use. A second cable 43 extends from the
53°. In the rod 6|], at a suitable point in its'
switch 4| to the motor.
A third cable 44 extends from the switch 4| 50 length, is formed a spherical seat or recess 6|,
into‘ a special switch box 45, where it is con
and the tube 6|]a is cut away on either side of this

the ?xed member 491) and extends over the said
This yoke 63 has a threaded opening in
which ?ts a plug 64, the lower end of which is

from the‘ switch 4|" ‘is ' such‘that it is led 55 rod 60.

through the automatic switch 46 by means ofv
the cable 44, so that it is necessary for both
switches 4| and 46 to be closed in order to supply .

threaded into the upper end of a tubular mem

ber 65. A bolt 66 is threaded in and passes down
wardly through the plug 64 and carries at its

currentto the motor. The switch 46 is normally
closed, so that the motor may be controlled man

ually as desired by means of the switch 4|. How
ever, upon operation of the push-button 47, the
switch 46 is opened, and, if the motor is running
at the. time, the motor will be stopped.

60

We provide special mechanism for automat 65
ically actuating the push-button 41 of the
switch 46 under certain predetermined condi
tions, which will now be described.

lower end a disc or head 61, which bears against
the upper end of a helical spring 68 confined
within the tubular member 65. Also, ?tting with; "

in the lower end of this tubular member, beneath
the spring 68, is a ball 69 which is urged ‘down
wardly by the spring against the rod 6'9 and'sleeve‘“
It will thus be seen that as this rod and'sleevei"

move longitudinally beneath the yoke 63,‘the ball

_

69 will‘ be caused, by the spring 68, to snap into '
In the switch box 45 is a ?xed frame 48 of
rectangular shape as best shown in Fig. '7, and 70 and out of the seat 6|. The cutaway portion 62,
which surrounds‘ the seat 6|, is for the‘ purpose
within this ?xed rectangular frame are two sets
of maintaining the ball in position when it
of spacing members 49,. secured to the frame
48 by bolts 50.

.

Bridging one set of such spacing members is a

forced up out of the seat.
'
From the foregoing it will now be understood '

horizontal plate 493-, and bridging the other set 75 that materials to be conveyed, such for ‘example;
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as bricks, are loaded onto the end of the ma
chine adjacent the caster wheels 9 and are car
ried by the conveyer belt toward the other end
of the machine. As the bricks leave the belt l3,
they travel down the inclined roller way 31 onto

of a motor for driving the same, a substantially
horizontal support pivotally mounted near one
end at a point adjacent the delivery end of said
conveyer and positioned to receive material there

for any reason, the bricks should not be removed
as they reach this platform, they will back up
and accumulate on the rollers 39. This accumu

exerts a force on said slidable member, tending
to move the same, a spring detent serving to re

from, spring means for sustaining said support,
a normally closed switch for controlling the sup
the horizontal rollers 39, successive bricks push
ply of current to said motor, a slidable member
ing those in front of them along. When the
for engaging and opening said switch, when
bricks reach the left hand end of the series of
moved to a predetermined extent, means where
rollers 39, as viewed in Figs. 4 and 5, they are de
posited upon the platform 40, from which they 10 by the weight of material on said support, op
erating against the tension of said spring means
are normally removed by hand. If, however,
strain the movement of said slidable member

lated weight will tend to move the supporting 15 until the moving force exceeds a predetermined
amount and then release the same, so that'said
frame 33 downwardly and the arms 34 and cross
switch is opened with a snap action, and means
bar 35 will exert a pull upon the rod 54 connected
whereby said spring means serves to restore. said
with the automatic switch mechanism. This pull
switch and spring detent to normal position when
on the rod is resisted both by the tension of the
spring 51 and by the ball 69, resiliently held in 20 the accumulated material is removed from said
support.
'
the seat 6| by means of the spring 68. The ?rst
3. The combination with an endless conveyer,
few bricks which remain on the platform 40 will
of a motor for driving the same, a normally
not be heavy enough to overcome the resistance
closed switch for controlling the supply of cur
of these two springs, but when a predetermined
number of bricks has accumulated on the delivery 25 rent to said motor, a substantially horizontal sup
port pivoted near one end at a point adjacent the
support, their weight will be suf?cient to cause
the ball 69 to jump out of the seat or recess 6|,

delivery end of said conveyer, and adapted to re

ceive material therefrom, spring means for sus
and the plunger or bumper 59 will then suddenly
taining said support, said support having a ma
move forward and positively operate the push~
button 41 of the switch 46, thus interrupting the 30 terial-receiving surface made up of a series of
parallel rollers adjacent said conveyer and a ?xed
motor circuit and stopping the conveyer. As
platform at the extreme end remote from said
soon as the bricks are removed, then spring 51
conveyer and beyond said rollers, on which plat
will serve to restore the parts to their normal
form the material passing over said roller ac
condition, in which the ball is again seated in the
recess BI and the switch 46 is closed.
35 cumulates, means whereby excessive weight of
accumulated material one said platform serves to
It will thus be seen that we have provided sim
rock the support on its pivot against the tension
ple and e?icient means for positively operating
of said spring means, and means whereby the
the automatic switch with a snap action, to stop
rocking movement of said support serves to open
the motor upon the accumulation of a predeter
mined number of bricks on the receiving support, 40 said switch.
and it is thought that the numerous advantages
JESSE B. WETHERINGTON.
of the invention will be readily appreciated by
WILLIAM F. RHENI.
those familiar with such matters.
What we claim is:
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